Abstract. In this paper rejection systems for the "nonsense-logic" W and the k-valued implicational-negational sentential calculi of Sobociński are given. Considered systems consist of computable sets of rejected axioms and only one rejection rule: the rejection version of detachment rule.
The logic W
The logic W which is considered in [1] is one of the so called "nonsense-logics" systems. The primitive terms of this logic are: implication '→', conjunction '∧', disjunction '∨' and negation '¬'. The set W of theses of this logic is the content of the following matrix M W = ({0, i.e. W = E(M W ), i.e. α ∈ W iff h e (α) = 1, for any valuation e : At −→ {0, 1 2 , 1}, where At is the set of all propositional variables, while h e is the standard homomorphic extension of e to the set of all formulas.
Of course, if α → β ∈ W and α ∈ W, then β ∈ W. Now, we introduce new functors as follows:
To this functors there correspond in the matrix M W the following functions: The rejected axioms for the logic W are assumed to be the formulas:
(s, r), F 1 (t, u) or generalized disjunctions of these formulas, i.e. the expressions of the form:
where i, j, . . . , l ∈ {0, 1 2 , 1}. It is easy to see that the set of these axioms is computable.
Let W * be the smallest set of formulae which contains all rejected axioms and is closed under the rejection version of detachment rule (modus ponens):
2 , 1}. In order to reject the formula α we consider the following rejected axiom:
by the rejection rule (RMP).
"⇐" It is easy to prove by induction on the length of a proof. If α is a rejected axiom, then α / ∈ E(M W ), i.e., α / ∈ W. Suppose that for some β ∈ W * we have α → β ∈ W. Then by the inductive hypothesis we have that β / ∈ W. So also β / ∈ W.
Example 1. Let us consider the formula
Under the valuation e such that e 0 (p 1 ) = 1, e 0 (p 2 ) = 1 2 , e 0 (p 3 ) = 0, we have h e 0 (α) = 0. In order to reject the formula α we consider the rejected axiom χ 0 of the form:
s).
We have h e 0 (χ 0 ) = 0 and α → χ 0 ∈ E(M W ), i.e. α → χ 0 ∈ W. Now, using the rule (RMP), we obtain α ∈ W * .
The k-valued implicational-negational sentential calculus of Sobociński
Let us consider the k-valued (k 3) implicational-negational ('→', '¬') sentential calculus of Sobociński [2] . The set S k of theses of this calculus is the content of the following matrix where functions c, n : {0, . . . , k − 1} −→ {0, . . . , k − 1} for '→' and '¬', respectively, are defined as follows:
The axiomatization of this calculus is given in [2] . Similarly, as in the case of the logic W, we shall show that for this calculus, any formula which is not a thesis is rejected.
Since
We adopt the following new functors:
. . .
where the symbol ¬ i (for i ∈ N + ) is defined as follows: ¬ 1 = ¬ and ¬ i+1 = ¬¬ i . The following functions correspond in M S k to functors listed in ( †):
Moreover, on the basis of the function n we have:
We shall define the next new functors:
The following functions correspond in the matrix M S k to these functors:
Now, we shall define the very useful functor A S :
It is easy to verify that the following function a S correspond in the matrix M S k to the functor A S . This function has a special property:
The rejected axioms are assumed to be the formulas of the form ( ‡) and expressions formed by the functor A S , i.e.:
for i, j . . . , t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}, where
Let S * k be the smallest set of formulae which contains all rejected axioms and is closed under the rejection version of detachment rule (modus ponens):
The proof of this theorem is very analogous to the proof of Theorem 1, so it will be omitted.
The following valuation e 0 falsifies the formula α: e 0 (p 1 ) = 0, e 0 (p 2 ) = e 0 (p 3 ) = 1. Under this valuation we have h e 0 (α) = 0. In order to reject the formula α we adopt the following rejected axiom: χ 0 := A S (F 0 (q, p 1 ), F 1 (r, p 2 ), F 1 (s, p 3 )).
For any valuation e : At −→ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} we have h e (α → χ 0 ) = k − 1. So α → χ 0 ∈ S k . Using (RMP), we obtain that α ∈ S * k . (ii) Let us notice that for k 5 the following valuation e 1 falsifies the formula α from (i): e 1 (p 1 ) = 0, e 1 (p 2 ) = 3, and e 1 (p 3 ) = 4. We have h e 1 (α) = 0. Thus, in order to reject the formula α we can adopt the following rejected axiom: (F 0 (q, p 1 ), F 3 (r, p 2 ), F 4 (s, p 3 ) ).
